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Overview and Context: Polarimetry as a cross-cutting enterprise 
  Photometry, spectroscopy, and polarimetry together comprise the basic toolbox 
astronomers use to discover the nature of the universe. Polarimetry established the Unified 
Model of AGN and continues to yield unique and powerful insight into complex phenomena. 
Polarimetry reveals the elusive magnetic field in the Milky Way and external galaxies, allows 
mapping of features of unresolved stars and supernovae, uncovers nearby exoplanets and faint 
circumstellar disks, and probes acoustic oscillations of the early universe.  
 Polarimetry is practiced across the full range of accessible wavelengths, from long 
wavelength radio through gamma rays, to provide windows into phenomena not open to 
photometry, spectroscopy, or their time-resolved variants. At some wavelengths, the U.S. leads 
the world in polarimetric capabilities and investigations, including ground-based radio, through 
the VLA and VLBA. At other wavelengths, the U.S. is currently competitive: in submm the CSO 
and the JCMT have historically pursued similar science problems.  
 In ground-based O/IR, the situation is considerably worse, with no optical or NIR 
polarimeters available on Gemini (Michelle is MIR, only) or any NOAO-accessed 4 m telescope, 
as the table below shows. Over the past decade and more, Canadian and European astronomers 
have enjoyed unique access to state-of-the-art polarimeters and have used this access to vault far 
past the U.S. in many science areas. 
 
Telescope Aperture Instrument Waveband Polar. Mode U.S. Access ?
IRSF (SAAO) 1.4m SIRPOL NIR Imaging No 
Perkins (Lowell) 1.8m Mimir, PRISM NIR, Optical Imaging Private 
HST 2.4m WFPC2, ACS, NICMOS 
Optical, 
Optical, NIR Imaging Yes 
Nordic Optical 2.5m TURPOL Optical Photopol No 
MMT 6.5m MMTPOL NIR Imaging Private 
LBT 2x8.4m PEPSI Optical Spectropol Private 
Gemini 8m Michelle MIR Imaging Yes 
Keck 10m LRIS Optical Spectropol Private 
GTC  10m CanariCam MIR Imaging No 
 
 In space, NICMOS, ACS, and WFPC-21 on HST have permitted imaging polarimetry at 
modest precision, and may represent the most general purpose O/IR access for U.S. astronomers. 
Neither the Spitzer Space Telescope nor JWST provides, or will provide, any polarimetric 
capability.  
 The dwindling U.S. access to this crucial third leg of the light analysis tripod has also 
become self-fulfilling, as students receive little exposure to polarimetric techniques and scientific 
advances as the number of practitioners able to teach students declines. 
 Nevertheless, polarimetric studies in O/IR have already revealed a great deal about star 
and planet formation processes, stars and their evolution, the structure of the Milky Way, and the 
nature and origin of galaxies and their active nuclei – details which cannot be discovered using 
pure photometric or spectroscopic methods. For example, NIR imaging polarimetric studies by 
the SIRPOL group (e.g., Tamura et al. 2007) reveal the details of the magnetic fields lacing 
nearby, star-forming molecular cloud cores and the embedded reflection nebulae and disks 
associated with their newly formed stars. Further, the race to find and image exoplanets will use 
                                                 
1 NICMOS and much of ACS are currently off-line until Servicing Mission 4 (SM4); WFPC-3 will replace WFPC-2 
but will have no polarimetric capability.  
polarimetry internal to the two extreme adaptive optics coronagraphs now under construction: 
SPHERE/ZIMPOL (for the VLT: Joos 2007) and GPI (for Gemini: Macintosh et al. 2006).  
 Theoretical efforts have recently advanced our understanding of the origin of dust grain 
alignment by demolishing old theory and offering new, testable predictions. The new paradigm 
of radiative aligned torques (e.g., Lazarian & Hoang 2007; Hoang & Lazarian 2008) is removing 
old doubts concerning magnetic alignment while leaving a wide parameter space open for 
observational testing and future theoretical refinement.  
 Polarimetric modeling has also entered a modern age, one characterized by huge model 
grids, spectacular dynamic ranges, and closer coupling to observational measurements. The 
active debate on the relative importance of magnetohydrodynamics (e.g., Li et al. 2004) vs. pure 
hydrodynamics (e.g., Padoan & Nordlund 2002) is shining new light into the nature of magnetic 
fields in the ISM and in star formation. Meanwhile, radiative transfer modeling guides detailed 
interpretation of complex polarized line profiles from aspherical stellar winds (e.g., Harries 
2000) and supernovae (e.g., Hoeflich 2005; Kasen et al. 2006; Hoffman 2007). This upcoming 
decade is sure to see careful, detailed comparisons between high-resolution model simulations 
and observational data that will lead to sharp new insights into many astrophysical scenarios. 
 The promise evident in the new, niche polarimetric instruments and the surveys they will 
perform will drive cutting-edge science in the upcoming decade. Yet finding answers for many 
key questions requires open community access to general purpose, precision polarimeters on 
large telescopes, as well as opportunities for student training. 
 
Example Polarimetry Science Areas for the next decade  
 Within the broad area covered by Planetary Systems and Star Formation, polarimetric 
studies for the upcoming decade will focus on answering some key questions: (1) How do 
magnetic fields affect star formation, in particular, accretion onto protostars and development of 
disks and jets? (2) Do massive stars form predominantly via accretion disks that require attendant 
outflows, or via mergers of lower mass cores or protostars? (3) What processes grow ISM-type 
dust grains to be larger grains in disks and from there to planetesimals? (4) What can polarimetry 
reveal about life’s origins from measurements of chirality? (5) How do we accurately assess the 
danger to this planet from asteroids in our solar system? Here, we outline four example areas ripe 
for advance in the upcoming decade using polarimetric techniques. 
 
• Measure magnetic fields within dense cores and near forming YSOs.  
 Star formation theories often ignore magnetic fields, yet the fields may be key regulators 
of infall for forming stars. Magnetic fields in regions of star formation are traced through the 
polarization emitted by dust grains aligned with magnetic fields, with different wavelengths 
probing different depths into star forming regions. Sub-mm to radio wavelengths yield only part 
of the picture, as they trace cool dust far from new YSOs. Yet, light with wavelengths shorter 
than 5 μm cannot easily escape from these deeply embedded regions. The magnetic field 
information in the inner regions of massive cores is therefore missing. Polarization 
measurements spanning all wavelengths for which dust emits radiation are crucial. New MIR 
(e.g., the Michelle instrument at Gemini North; Packham et al. 2007) and FIR polarization 
measurements are needed to complement those to be obtained at longer ground-based 
wavelengths (i.e., SMA, ALMA). Such a panchromatic set of polarimetric observations will 
reveal the first really 3-D picture of the distribution of, and roles played by, magnetic fields in 
star forming regions. Recently, probes of low-mass star forming regions that utilize this multi-
wavelength approach have been performed (e.g., NGC 2024: Kandori et al. 2007), showing the 
efficacy of the approach. In the upcoming decade, extensive new polarization observations in the 
20-100 μm wavelength regime (from a combination of ground-based and SOFIA-based 
instruments) would allow testing detailed theories of the role of magnetic fields for both low- 
and high-mass star formation. 
 
• Reveal structures and compositions of YSO, protoplanetary, and TTauri disks 
 Dust disks around newly forming protostars, evolving YSOs, and more revealed TTauri 
stars are highly polarized in scattered light. Thus, polarimetry provides diagnostics of disk 
geometry (inclination, line of nodes, near-side orientation) and physical properties of the 
scattering particles. For edge-on disks, polarimetry breaks degeneracies, enabling precision 
measurement of particle size and porosity (e.g., Graham et al. 2007). Key goals for the upcoming 
decade will focus on ascertaining the detailed structure of these disks, for example whether they 
are flared for lower mass stars, what their magnetic configurations are and the role of the field in 
the disks, how and where winds and outflows are launched from the disks, and how dust grains 
in disks evolve with time. 
 Planets form here, so assessing disk structures and dynamics for clues to planet formation 
and migration processes will be vital. Polarimetry provides direct information about the 
composition of dust in the belts in protoplanetary disks, revealing stratification of material during 
planet building phases. 
 At MIR/FIR wavelengths, disk opacities are moderate and polarization from the disk 
surfaces can be measured, in particular at the locations where outflows are likely launched. MIR 
spectropolarimetry is needed to assess compositions of disk surface material. For example, the 
flatness of the 10 μm silicate feature depends on particle size and reveals particle growth 
throughout the disk. Likewise, polarimetry of the 20 μm silicate feature and PAH features 
(Sironi & Draine 2009) in the MIR/FIR can uniquely probe disk chemistry.  
 For high-mass star formation, MIR polarimetry reveals the inner structures of 
embedded massive YSOs. But, NIR polarimetry probes light scattered by grains in outflow cones 
and larger envelopes, enabling tests for multiple light sources and disentangling scattered (thus 
polarized) light emission from unpolarized emission.  
 
• Astrochirality and the Origin of Life. 
 Interstellar dust holds the elements needed to make planets and life. Might the dust 
grains also serve as key production sites for life’s biomolecules? A chiral molecule possesses 
two configurations (L and D) that are chemically equivalent but of opposite handedness and so 
interact differently with light. Terrestrial biology is homochiral, whereas non-biological organic 
matter has no chiral preference. Detection of a preference for the L-form in meteoritic amino 
acids (Pizzarello 2004) means homochirality may arise from the early star-formation 
environment of the Solar System. Amino acids synthesized in lab experiments using UV 
irradiation of interstellar ices (Meierhenrich & Thiemann 2004) show that circularly polarized 
incident radiation induces chiral asymmetry.  
 O/IR imaging polarimetry (both circular and linear) of star formation regions in the 
upcoming decade is urgently needed to test this connection in astrophysical settings. The key 
question to answer is this: Does the presence of predominantly circularly polarized light 
impinging on ice-covered dust grains set the basis of homochirality and its influence on 
biogenesis? Most observations to date have focused on just one target - the Orion Nebula, where 
very high levels of polarization are observed (Bailey et al. 1998; Fukue et al. 2009, and 
references therein). A wider selection of astrophysical laboratories needs to be probed for 
astrochirality in the upcoming decade to inform our understanding of life’s origins.  
 
• Assessing “Death from the Skies” – pinning down asteroid albedos and sizes. 
 Despite several surveys to inventory the population of near-Earth objects (NEOs) and 
asteroids as potential harmful objects (e.g., Spacewatch: Gehrels & Jedicke 1996; LONEOS: 
Howell et al. 1996), the actual diameters and masses of the detected objects remain unknown. 
Polarimetric observations of asteroids represent a powerful technique to determine the albedos, 
and hence the sizes of these objects (e.g., Morbidelli et al. 2002; Delbo et al. 2007), to better 
assess their kinetic energy, and to rate the danger posed by a given object based on its Earth 
impact probability and delivered energy (for the importance of albedo in assessing risk, c.f., 
Napier et al. 2004). A dramatic increase in the number of measured asteroid polarization-phase 
curves (i.e., via an LSST polarimetric campaign2) is needed to clarify the population divisions 
among the Main Belt and NEOs (e.g., Stuart & Binzel 2004). While qualitatively well 
established, the relation between polarimetric observables and asteroid albedos needs to be better 
quantified and calibrated. The multi-wavelength polarimetric surveys needed to assess the 
asteroid properties will also open new fields of investigation for other minor bodies, including 
comets and their dust evolution, in the solar system. 
 
Exceptional Discovery Potential Area: Exoplanets & their atmospheres 
 There is one area which offers the potential for spectacular advancement using 
polarimetric techniques - that of exoplanets, in particular revealing the details of the structures 
and contents of their atmospheres. Polarimetry is already being employed to boost the planet-star 
contrast ratio to aid detection, but polarimetry is also an important way to probe exoplanets 
atmospheres. Though the atmospheres of eclipsing exoplanets have been detected and are being 
studied spectroscopically, polarimetry (e.g., Stam et al. 2004) offers the best access to the vastly 
larger non-eclipsing sample of exoplanets that are too close to their stars to be directly imaged. 
Variations in phase, as well as  surface and atmosphere compositions and structures, all have 
specific polarization signatures for solar system planets (Hansen & Hovenier 1974), Hot Jupiters 
(Seager et al. 2000), and have recently been modeled for Earth-like exoplanets (Stam 2008). The 
polarized light wavelength dependence also reveals atmospheric scattering processes. 
 Exoplanet atmospheres are being studied from the ground using high-precision 
polarimetry (e.g., with PlanetPol; Hough et al. 2006) with application to “Hot Jupiters.”  The 
controversy regarding polarimetric detection of HD 189733b by Berdyugina et al. (2008) [see 
recent modeling by Sengupta (2008) and a very recent claim of non-detection by Wiktorowicz 
(2009)] and the upper limits for 55 Cnc and tau Boo reported by Lucas et al. (2008) underscore 
the potential of, and great interest for, polarimetry to address issues of exoplanet sizes, orbits, 
and atmospheres.  
 
What is Needed to Meet the Science Goals within the Decade 
 What key observations, theory, and instrumentation are needed to achieve the science 
goals within the next decade? Our evaluation of the upcoming opportunities, challenges, and 
technical readiness leads to the following recommendations: 
 
                                                 
2 See the All-Sky Polarimetry Survey White Paper (on http://astroweb.iag.usp.br/~mario/) submitted to the LSST 
Consortium 
1. Build precision polarimetric capability into new O/IR instruments for large telescopes 
and space missions. Design polarimetry in from the beginning, not as “add-ons”.  
• New “niche” instruments, such as GPI, SPHERE/ZIMPOL, and HiCIAO on Subaru 
rightly exploit polarimetry to meet their exoplanet and circumstellar disk objectives, but 
general purpose instruments with polarimetric capability are lacking at virtually all 
large, open-access US telescopes - ground-based, airborne, and space-based, especially 
in the infrared.  
• Key science questions cannot be answered unless US astronomers have access to 
precision (photon-noise limited) polarimetric capability.  To retain precision capability, 
polarimetric capabilities must be a considered in the initial design of the instruments, 
not as a later “add-on”. 
• Exoplanet characterizations may favor bluer wavelengths, to enhance detection of 
Rayleigh scattering, but fractional polarizations are low, requiring access to the largest 
telescopes to enable sampling adequate volumes. 
 
2. Encourage polarimetric surveys with LSST.  
• So much of the sky has never been explored polarimetrically that it represents a “new 
frontier” for optical wavelengths. Many key science advances are in the Polarimetry 
White Paper to the LSST Consortium2. 
• Asteroid albedo determinations will be best performed using wide-field synoptic survey 
on and off the ecliptic. 
• LSST surveys offer one of the best chances of getting polarimetric data into the hands 
of the largest number of researchers and students.  
 
3. Develop polarimetric O/IR synoptic and survey capabilities on intermediate-size 
telescopes to study YSOs/disks, probe their time evolution, and to promote student 
training in instrumentation and polarimetric observations.   
• To be able to compete scientifically, we must invest in the next generation of young 
astronomers who will use polarimetry as a powerful tool in their light analysis toolbox 
and who will understand polarimetric light analysis well enough to guide future 
instrument development. 
• Wide-field polarimetric surveys, especially in the infrared, are needed to probe into 
extincted regions of star formation to discover and measure circumstellar and 
protostellar environments. 
• Synoptic polarimetric observational data sets are crucial to understanding phenomena 
with complex geometry and/or time evolution. 
• Obtaining ground-based calibrating polarimetric observations are crucial to the 
calibration of existing and future space-based polarimeters.  
 
Final Thought 
 The U.S. astronomical community has lost opportunities to advance key science areas as 
a result of down-selects of instrument capabilities or lack of will to commission polarimetric 
modes on instruments. The investment is minor, the expertise is available in the community, and 
the rewards are tangible. We are excited by the recent momentum favoring polarimetric studies 
and capabilities and believe the upcoming decade will see the various polarimetric techniques 
together become a strong, necessary component of astronomers’ light analysis toolbox.  
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